The Shield (Dark Circle Comics) #1

Daughter of the Revolution, Part 1NEW
ONGOING SERIES FROM DARK
CIRCLE! Daughter of the Revolution, Part
1 Since the dawn of the republic, whenever
her country faces its blackest days, she
returns: a spirit of the revolution sent to
fight for what is right. But when she
reappears for the first time in a generation
with no memories -- not even of her own
identity -- and encounters an evil force
expecting her arrival, all the Shield can do
is... run!

Review: THE SHIELD #1 is Dark Circles Most Intriguing Endeavor Yet as the first superhero comic book to feature a
flag donning patriot.The Shield (Dark Circle Comics) #1 eBook: Adam Christopher, Chuck Wendig, Drew Johnson,
Rachel Deering, Kelly Fitzpatrick: : Kindle Store.The Lonely Crusade continues in THE BLACK HOOD VOL. 2 . Get
THE BLACK HOOD VOLUME 1 THE BULLETS KISS TP and other Dark Circle Comics atThe home of
genre-bending superhero comics starring iconic characters created by the industrys best talent. THE BLACK HOOD,
HANGMAN, and THE SHIELD Dark Circle Comics latest, The Shield, releases next week. We have your first look at
the new comic. Yup, Shield is our kind of hero!The Hangman is the name of several fictional superheroes that appear in
periodicals published by MLJ Comics and later Dark Circle Comics. A new Hangman (Steve Dickering) appeared in
The Comet #1 (1983), however he Dickering fought alongside such heroes as The Shield while doing battle against
villains, most THE BLACK HOOD #1: SEASON 2 launches on September 21st from the Christopher and Chuck
Wendig on the fourth issue of THE SHIELD,The Shield is the name of several fictional patriotic superheroes created by
Red Circle Comics reintroduced Lancelot Strong in a new series The series will be published under the Dark Circle
Comics banner. Dark Circle writers Adam Christopher and Chuck Wendig say that they the original Shield made his
debut in Pep Comics #1 back in 1939, Archies Dark Circle imprint breathes new life into the patriotic The Shield
originally debuted in the first issue of Pep Comics in January 1940This graphic novel collects THE SHIELD issues 1-4.
Over the centuries, THE SHIELD has battled enemies of the United States -- but what happens when shes Today, Dark
Circle Comics the genre-defying super hero imprint of Archie as The Black Hood, The Comet, The Shield, and
included work by comic THE BLACK HOOD #1 by Duane Swierczynski and Michael Gaydos on
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